
88 Key: NH (Natural Weighted Hammer Action) Keyboard
*velocity sensitivity is supported, after touch is not supported

73 Key: Semi Weighted Keyboard
*velocity sensitivity is supported, after touch is not supported 

61 Key: Semi Weighted Keyboard
*velocity sensitivity is supported, after touch is not supported

Offering full-length, unlooped samples of every key for a spectacular piano 
sound and 3.8GB of high-quality sample data, this new keyboard rede� nes 
all expectations for an instrument in this class. Taking its name from the 
Greek word meaning “color,” Krome is the new standard for sonic excellence 
in a gigging musician’s keyboard, providing a limitless palette of sound to 
bring vivid inspiration your music. Introducing the Krome Music Workstation.

*This photo depicts
  SC-KROME 61.

*All other product and company names are trademarks or registered trademarks
  of their respective holders.
* Speci� cations and appearance are subject to change without notice for improvement.
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Pedal
XVP-10: Expression/Volume pedal
EXP-2: Foot Controller
DS-1H: Damper Pedal
PS-1, PS-3: Pedal Switch

Softcase
SC-KROME 88 (For Krome 88, with Wheels)
SC-KROME 73 (For Krome 73, with Shoulder Strap)
SC-KROME 61 (For Krome 61, with
Shoulder Strap)

System: 
EDS-X (Enhanced De� nition Synthesis-eXpanded)

PCM Memory: 
 3.8 GB (In case of 48 kHz, 16-bit Linear PCM converted)
 583 Multi-samples (Including 12 Stereo multi-samples)
 2,080 Drum samples (Including 474 Stereo Drum samples)

Display:
Touch view Graphical User Interface
7 inch Color TFT LCD, 800 x 480 pixel 
Onboard LCD brightness control 

Audio Ouput:
AUDIO OUTPUT (L / MONO, R) (6.3mm Mono Phone jack, Unbalanced
Headphone Output (3.5mm Stereo phone jack)

Control Input:
DAMPER pedal (Half Damper supported)
ASSIGNABLE SWITCH
ASSIGNABLE PEDAL

MIDI: 
IN, OUT

USB 
USB-MIDI Interface (TYPE B) x 1

SD Card Slot 
Max: 2 GB / SD Memory Card is supported
Max: 32 GB / SDHC Memory Card is supported
(SDXC Memory Card is not supported)

Dimensions (W x D x H) 
Krome 61 = 40.43 x 12.32 x 3.66 inches / 1,027 × 313 × 93 mm
Krome 73 = 46.89 x 12.32 x 3.66 inches / 1,191 × 313 × 93 mm
Krome 88 = 57.01 x 15.08 x 5.16 inches / 1,448 × 383 × 131 mm

Weight 
Krome 61 = 15.87 lbs. / 7.2 kg
Krome 73 = 18.08 lbs. / 8.2 kg
Krome 88 = 32.41 lbs. / 14.7 kg

Accessories
AC Adapter
Quick Start Guide, 
Accessory Disc (Krome Operation Guide PDF,
Parameter Guide PDF, Video Manual)



Drum Track plays back realistic, inspiring grooves
at the touch of a button
Simply pressing a single button turns on the Drum Track feature, providing realistic grooves played by 
professionals using the Krome’s studio-quality drum sounds. Play along or incorporate them into your music 
production. In addition to more than 600 preset patterns distilled from Kronos, there’s plenty of space for 
saving user patterns as well.

Dual polyphonic arpeggiators
In Combination mode or Sequencer mode, two arpeggiators can be utilized simultaneously. In
addition to standard arpeggio patterns, these arpeggiators can generate guitar or bass riffs, drum patterns, 
or they can even be used as building blocks for sound design, to create pads, synth sounds, and sound 
effects that include subtle motion. You’re also free to edit any of the patterns to create custom originals.

Clear, intuitive control with Korg’s
exclusive 7”color TouchView™ display
Krome’s huge 800 x 480 pixel TouchView Color
display can show numerous parameters at once, 
ensuring great visibility. Simply touch the screen 
to change sounds or edit parameters. Finger-drag
editing is also supported, allowing you to use the 
on-screen sliders and knobs directly. 

Full length, unlooped samples of every key for a spectacular piano sound
Piano sounds are critically important in a keyboard instrument. Krome borrows the impressive “German D 
Grand” that was created for the Kronos ª agship. In addition to the rich sound of 88 full-length unlooped 
stereo samples, damper resonance is also included. In fact, the PCM memory used for just this “German D 
Grand” alone occupies several times more memory capacity than the entire PCM memory used in a typical 
workstation or PCM synthesizer.

Studio-quality drum sounds
The built-in drum kits play a major 
role in song production on any music
workstation. Krome contains the same 
“Jazz Ambience Drums” that can be 
found on the Korg Kronos. Taking
advantage of the high-capacity PCM 
memory, these sounds capture a high 
level of response and realism. 

Electric pianos with eight-level velocity switching for
unmatched expressive power
Krome features three types of electric pianos. Eight velocity levels have been used to ensure faithful
response to the dynamics of the player. Lavish amounts of PCM memory have been used for this purpose, 
to the extent that just one of these electric piano types contains more sample data than the entire sound 
memory of a typical PCM synthesizer. 

SOUNDS // // //

USB connection plus an SD Card slot for data storage

Expertly created, in-demand sounds
including 640 Programs and 288 Combinations

On-board 16 track sequencer for
composing and live performance

Distinctive aluminum panel design exudes a sense of quality

You can use the Krome editor to edit sounds on your computer 

FUNCTIONS // // //

FEATURES // // //




